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The Editor’s Quill 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. 

 Welcome to the second issue of 418, 
published on the feast of the First Night of the 
Prophet and His Bride, one of the major 
Thelemic holidays. 

 It contains a wide variety for your reading 
pleasure, including an article by a Wiccan 
priestess, a recipe for Cakes of Light, and the 
first two articles of an on-going series on the 
Gnostic Mass. In addition, one contributor 
provided an article that is exactly 418 words 
long! 

 Enjoy! 

Love is the law, love under will. 
Sr. Lilith 
Abrahadabra Encampment 

~~~ 
From The Master 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. 

 In my estimation, the last few months can be 
summed up in one word: Will. It has been a 
time of amazing growth and maturity for the 
local body, growth that can only be 
accomplished with the sort of synergy created 
when the strength of unique and individual wills 
is united in a common goal. This synergy, this 
focus, is in my opinion a perfect example of the 
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ideals of Thelema in practical effect, and I 
continue to be impressed by its potency. 

 A point in case is our celebration of the 
central public and private ritual of the O.T.O., 
the Gnostic Mass. I was approached at one point 
on the issue of when we would be able to 
celebrate the Gnostic Mass, and my response 
was that if people wanted it, let them manifest 
it. Within a few short weeks, members of our 
body had started from scratch and assembled a 
full temple – no small feat for such a beautiful 
and elaborate ritual – and we began to celebrate 
the Gnostic Mass on a regular basis. This was a 
major step in the growth of the local body, and 
one that was accomplished by harnessing 
individual will toward the accomplishment of a 
common goal. What was most important to me 
was that it was not a directive. It was not 
something that anyone had commanded or even 
suggested. It was a desire made manifest by the 
individuals involved, and that is magick. 

 I look forward to what this amazing group of 
individuals will be able to accomplish in the 
future and am excited and proud to be a part of 
it. How about you? 

Love is the law, love under will. 

Frater Eparisteros 
Master, Abrahadabra Encampment, O.T.O. 

~~~ 
Mass Waggery 

 ON and on and on… 
 The Cyclical Mass 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. 

 Everyone knows that the Priest returns to the 
tomb at the end of the Gnostic Mass. Everyone 
may have a different theory of the significance 
of this; here I’ll offer one of mine. 

 I’ve come to think of the Gnostic Mass not 
as a finite and linear ritual with a beginning and 

an end, but more like an endless and recurring 
cycle with each repetition flowing into the next. 
For practical reasons, of course, we have to 
interrupt or suspend this cycle at the point where 
the text of Liber XV ends, since we can’t go on 
endlessly performing the Mass without pause. 
But as a Priest, when I return to the tomb at 
what is conventionally regarded as the 
conclusion of the ritual, it sometimes seems a 
return not merely to the place from which I 
began but to the very moment at which I began. 
This is not to say that the ritual has failed to 
have its intended effect, or that I am precisely 
the same person that I was when I was last in 
the tomb; just that I often have the feeling of 
being ready to undertake the whole ceremony 
again, right then (a quick reset of certain 
elements of the temple would be required, of 
course). When we depart from the temple, it 
seems as though we’re merely adjourning until 
the next time, when we can pick up where we 
left off. 

 This sense of a cyclical Mass brings to my 
mind some of Crowley’s statements in Magick 
in Theory and Practice, such as his description 
of the Eucharist as “a complete circle” (Chapter 
XX), or his remark on the formula of 
Tetragrammaton, “The climax of the formula is 
in one sense before even the formulation of the 
Yod” (Chapter III). It also brings to mind a 
variety of examples of cyclical concepts and 
models from other fields and other traditions: 
from Giambattista Vico’s theory of the recurring 
cycle of history, to the cyclic model of the 
universe developed by modern physicists and 
cosmologists (whereby Big Bang and Big 
Crunch follow one other in endless repetition); 
from the Hindu concept of the Kalachakra or 
wheel of time, to James Joyce’s Finnegan’s 
Wake, which both starts and ends in mid-
sentence, with the sentence at the end of the 
book being continued at the beginning, forming 
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a complete loop which the reader can begin 
anywhere. (I sometimes think of the Mass that 
way: if it is indeed a cycle, then any starting 
point is arbitrary. Suppose we were to regard the 
Priest’s triple circumambulation of the temple as 
the “starting point.” The ritual would thus 
“begin” with the Priestess on the altar sealed 
behind the veil, and “end” with the Priest 
returning her to the altar and sealing her back 
up. Such a ritual would have a different magical 
formula than the Mass as conventionally 
performed; but it would be a coherent ritual.) 

 One effect of seeing the Mass as an endless 
cycle has been the radical expansion of my 

notions of ritual space and ritual time. When the 
Mass doesn’t really end, everything occurring 
between repetitions of the cycle seems 
incorporated into the ritual. The result is a sense 
that I am somehow always performing the 
Gnostic Mass; the ritual never ceases, but 
merely goes through active and passive phases, 
during the latter of which I am still somehow in 
that tomb, waiting for the Priestess to awaken 
me. 

Love is the law, love under will. 

Frater Hippokleides 
Abrahadabra Encampment

 

Kerry’s Kick-Ass 
Cakes of Light 

 1 cup spelt flour 
 ½ cup pure honey 
 1 Tbsp Abramelin oil: (I use an Abramelin that is already blended into high quality olive oil. 

Dilute yours with 1 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil, if it’s 100% pure essential oils.) 
 1 tsp red wine leavings 
 Special Ingredient 

 Mix together flour and honey until blended. Add oil and leavings, and mix well. Do not over mix. 
Roll small amount in fingers to make host-sized drops, and press into an ungreased cookie sheet. Bake at 
350ºF for 5 minutes only until just the bottoms are baked. Cookies should not brown. 

 When using special ingredient, make one cake smoothed down with it, then char it in the oven at 
350ºF for about 2 hours. Grind down with mortar and pestle. Add a generous pinch of ashes to a fresh 
batch of dough. 

 Makes about 5 dozen ¾-inch cakes. 

Kerry Kurowski 
Sr. Hypatia 
William Blake Oasis 

Gardner to  Crowley: 
The Next  Step  

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law. 

 It is not uncommon for Wiccans to flinch 
whenever Aleister Crowley’s name is 
mentioned. This has diminished in the past 50 
years but has not altogether ceased. Personally, I 
have encountered many who are in complete 
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denial that Crowley has anything to do with 
Wicca today. However, it cannot be ignored that 
Crowley is a significant part of the foundation 
of Wicca. 

 The Wiccan movement started in the early 
1950s with Gerald Gardner and Doreen 
Valiente. Gardner is often called “The Father of 
Modern Witchcraft” and Valiente “The Mother 
of Modern Witchcraft” for this reason. Gardner 
was a master eclectic, who pulled information 
and inspiration from many source, using what 
worked for him and tossing what didn’t. He also 
tailored it uniquely for each of his working 
partners. Gardner seemed to find inspiration 
from a number of varied sources. It is 
interesting and ironic to note that this “master 
eclectic” bred such dogmatic downlines within 
the Gardnerian tradition. Many modern 
Gardnerians will dispute that you are a “true” 
Gardnerian, if you do not perform the rites and 
rituals of Gardner exactly as he wrote them, 
without changing a word. This didn’t sit well 
with everyone, and many eclectic branches of 
Wicca spawned from the Gardnerian tradition’s 
ideals. Although they did not have a direct 
initiatory link to Gardner and did not carry on 
the dogma that Gardnerians do, they still valued 
the ideals that Gardner passed on. All of modern 
Wicca comes from this 1950s revival duo. 
However, where did Gardner get his 
inspiration? 

 Some of the sources are as follows: 

 Margaret Murray’s books The Witch 
Cult in Western Europe and The God of 
the Witches. 

 Charles G. Leland’s book Aradia: The 
Gospel of the Witches. 

 Robert Graves (poet) 
 Rudyard Kipling (poet, writer) 
 Freemasonry. 
 Rosicrusianism. 

 Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO) 
 The writings, life, and ideas of Aleister 

Crowley. 
 As an initiate of Aleister Crowley’s Ordo 
Templi Orientis, Gardner was deeply influenced 
by Crowley’s ideas. Gerald was chartered to run 
a Camp in the late 1940s. Although he failed to 
continue in the O.T.O, he did use Thelemic 
concepts and reworked them into something a 
little more palatable for the general public of his 
time. Wicca was born. Wicca is Thelema for the 
masses. It allowed for a separation from 
Crowley, a controversial figure in the 1950s, 
while still holding to the Thelemic values. Early 
Wiccans would seek to distance themselves 
from anything to do with black, or “left hand 
path,” magick. The witchcraft laws were not 
repealed until 1951 in England. People were 
afraid of persecution. The Wiccan Rede, “an it 
harm none, do what thou wilt,” appears to be a 
whitewashed version of Crowley’s “Do what 
thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.” 
Wiccans needed to appear as harmless as 
possible. Doreen Valiente was greatly 
responsible for removing quite a bit of 
Crowley’s material from the Gardnerian Book 
of Shadows in the 1950s. In Doreen’s 
handwritten BOS, you can see many places 
where adjustments were made to the Crowley-
influenced content, for she was not a fan of 
ceremonial magick. She was a product of her 
times and found much of Crowley’s wording 
and ideals offensive. Gardner allowed these 
changes to suit her. He changed many things 
over the course of his Craft life and evidently 
encouraged change among his High Priestesses. 

 Doreen admits: “Indeed, the influence of 
Crowley was very apparent throughout the 
(Wiccan) rituals.” 

 I myself have found some of the wording in 
the core Gardnerian material to be word for 
word verbatim. 
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 “Valiente said that her initiation was 
virtually identical to that described in High 
Magic’s Aid, except that it included something 
called “The Charge” (a ritual utterance from an 
invoked deity) which she recognized as 
containing passages from Leland’s Aradia and 
parts of Aleister Crowley’s writings. When she 
confronted Gardner with the inclusion of this 
material, he replied that he had had to 
supplement the fragmentary material from the 
old coven.” (The Encyclopedia of Magic & 
Witchcraft, p. 200). 

 One does not have to dig deep. You have 
only to attend a Gnostic Mass or read Liber XV 
to see what Gardner found so inspiring. 

 Lying beneath the surface of Wicca is a 
history that is rich and fertile with possibilities. 
With all that we know about the origins of 
modern Wicca, it shouldn’t be hard for us to 
take that next step. 

Love is the law, love under will. 

Soror Zephyra 
Gardnerian Thelemite 
Abrahadabra Encampment 

~~~ 
The Word of  Double Power 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. 

 ABRAHADABRA!—the Word of Double 
Power—is the sign of the GREAT WORK. 

 Many misunderstand the Great Work as 
attaining Knowledge and Conversation of the 
Holy Guardian Angel. This operation only 
constitutes one step in the Work. True, it does 
correspond to the center of the Tree of Life and 
thus acts as the point from which all other 
aspects of the Work emanate. 
ABRAHADABRA represents the Great Work 
completed. Hidden in the center you find HAD, 

Hadit, your secret inner self, your Daemon. But 
the ascending tongue of prayer and the 
descending tongue of grace surround it. These 
make the substance of the Work, guided by the 
presence of Hadit within us.  

 The first and last steps reflect each other. 
Before you reach your Augoeides, your will to 
attain it becomes your entire focus. After the 
operation, you know your True Will; doing that 
then becomes your new focus. But this work 
carries with it certain implications. A full and 
complete union with the Angel requires 
breaking free from the wheel of Karma. Can 
you then not communicate with your angel and 
know your Will until you achieve this? 
Certainly not. The LAShTAL formula also 
represents the Great Work as attaining your 
Augoeides. But how can we call both the Great 
Work? 

 You possess a True Will regardless of the 
progress along the path. At each step you may 
know it. The two formulas show that the work 
reflects itself at each stage. Find it, then do it, 
rinse, repeat. During each incarnation, you have 
a purpose, your orbit as a star. Freeing yourself 
from the wheel may take countless more lives. 
But each time around you have the choice to 
find your orbit and spin closer to the center by 
uniting your aspirations with your Will, your 
God. Each union annihilates the self, resulting 
in the birth of a new god.  

 Certain magi have put off their ultimate 
attainment, forsaking it until the rest of creation 
to the last grain of sand comes to their level, to 
tear through the final veil in a great orgasm of 
enlightenment. The Tree of Life shows the goal, 
past Kether we see NoThing. Why do we strive 
towards nothing? “I laid my head against the 
Head of the Swan, and laughed, saying: Is there 
not joy ineffable in this aimless winging? Is 
there not weariness and impatience for who 
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would attain to some goal?” The Great Work is 
the path, the goal is naught. 

 Little children, love one another! 

Love is the law, love under will. 

Frater Kalin 
Abrahadabra Encampment 

~~~ 
Mass Waggery 

All Roads Lead to Rome 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. 

 The poet Gaius Valerius Catullus lived and 
died young in Rome in the first century BC, 
leaving behind a slim collection of 116 mostly 
short poems, mainly on the subject of his 
frustrated relationship with his mistress. 
Catullus is widely read in college Latin classes, 
since his Latin is pretty straightforward and his 
poetry generally seems quite modern and 
accessible (he reminds many of Byron, who was 
a fan and imitator). 

 Catullus is also, as we know, one of the 
Gnostic Saints whose names are recited in the 
fifth Collect of the Mass – he even made the 
italicized A-list, a feat which his countrymen 
Virgil and Martial were unable to match. I read 
Catullus in college and grad school, and I have to 
say that, although I found him enjoyable 
(Catullus is often studied together with the 
sanctimonious and jingoistic Horace, compared 
with whom he is a great joy to read), I never 
really noticed or remembered anything in him to 
make me shout, “Aha! One of us.” So I recently 
undertook a rereading of Catullus with the aim 
of trying to see what Crowley saw when he 
acknowledged and canonized (canonized, even) 
him in the fifth Collect. 

 After a couple of false starts (I initially 
decided that a poem about his mistress’s pet 
sparrow was actually a thinly veiled description 

of sex magick, but then I had to admit that it was 
a bit of a forced reading, and that if I could see 
sex magick there, I could see it anywhere; which 
reminds me of a theory I developed while 
watching Clifford the Big Red Dog with my kids 
– but I’ll save that for another installment), my 
attention was soon captured by a pair of poems 
that appear right in the middle of the collection. 
Catullus didn’t give his poems titles, so they are 
just referred to by number; and it was number 
61 and 62 that leapt out at me. 

 Poems 61 and 62 are choral hymns in honor 
of Hymenaeus, the god of marriage. Poem 61 
calls upon the god to appear and bless the union 
of a bride and bridegroom. Poem 62 features an 
exchange between two semi-choruses, one of 
young men and one of maidens, singing of 
marriage and its consummation. The two poems 
share a repeated refrain (“IO HYMEN 
HYMENAEE IO, IO HYMEN HYMENAEE” 
and variants thereof) which unites them 
structurally and thematically as the coordinate 
parts of a single, passionate invocation of the 
god. 

 Although they are grounded in the specific 
historical and cultural milieu of the Rome of 
Catullus’ day, with references to specific 
persons and events, there are aspects of these 
poems that leave the reader (the initiated reader, 
anyway) with the distinct feeling that Catullus 
is aiming for something rather more than the 
celebration of a marriage between two Roman 
citizens – that the marriage he celebrates is 
nothing less than the Mystic Marriage, the 
consummation of the union of the individual 
soul with the universal soul. The description of 
the ritual preparation of the bride for the 
bridegroom, and her trembling excitement in 
anticipation of surrendering herself to the 
Beloved; the depiction of the flame that burns 
“in the innermost chest, but more inwardly” (the 
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curious “sed penite magis” added to “intimo,” as 
though Catullus struggles to find words to 
express the idea of a flame that burns somehow 
even more inwardly than “innermost” can 
convey – a flame that we call Hadit); and, 
throughout all, the repetitive incantatory refrain 
invoking Hymenaeus: these and other elements 
make these poems very reminiscent for me of 
passages in certain of the Holy Books, 
especially Liber LXV and Liber VII. But most of 
all, these poems remind me of the Gnostic 
Mass. Or, they do more than merely remind 
me – reading them aloud has had the effect of 
triggering for me a “Mass flashback,” calling 
forth to some extent the same sense of 
displacement and expansion that I experience at 
the climax of the Mass. 

 I’m not claiming these two poems are the 
reason why Crowley thought it fit to include 
Catullus in the canon of Saints (who knows, 
maybe Crowley thought the sparrow poem IS 
about sex magick), only that these poems are 
entirely consistent with his being a Gnostic 
Saint, and indeed seem to illustrate perfectly the 
sort of poetry that one would expect a Gnostic 
Saint to compose. The Gnostic Mass gives us 
one particularly beautiful presentation of the 
Mystic Marriage; but there are those who were, 
and are, are to come, who celebrate its glory in 
their own manner, as I believe Catullus has done 
in poems 61 and 62. By invoking the essence of 
these Saints in the fifth Collect, we incorporate 
their vision within our ceremony; but it also 
doesn’t hurt to go check out the original, from 
time to time. 

Love is the law, love under will. 

Frater Hippokleides 
Abrahadabra Encampment 

~~~ 

EVENTS CALENDAR 

August 
 Thursday, August 3, 6:30 pm 

Class—The Hexagram Ritual 
Old Orchard Beach, ME 

 Tuesday, August 15, 6:00 pm 
To Hadit! Social Hour 
Gritty McDuff’s, Portland, ME 

 Thursday, August 24, 6:30 pm 
Class—The Star Sapphire Ritual 
Gorham, ME 

September 
 Saturday, September 2, 9:00 am 

Reiki Workshop 
Gorham, ME 

 Thursday, September 7, 6:30 pm 
Class—The Supreme Invoking Ritual 
Old Orchard Beach, ME 

 Tuesday, September 12, 6:00 pm 
To Hadit! Social Hour 
Gritty McDuff’s, Portland, ME 

 Thursday, September 21, 6:30 pm 
Class—Liber V vel Reguli 
Gorham, ME 

 Saturday, September 23, 5:00 pm 
Gnostic Mass 
OTO Initiates and EGC Members only 
Gorham, ME 

October 
 Tuesday, October 10, 6:00 pm 

To Hadit! Social Hour 
Gritty McDuff’s, Portland, ME 

 Thursday, October 12, 6:30 pm 
Class—Initiates only 
Old Orchard Beach, ME 

 Thursday, October 26, 6:30 pm 
Class—TBD 
Gorham, ME 

 
 All events are free and open to the public, 
unless otherwise noted. 

 For information about any event, please 
contact: secretary@abrahadabra-oto.org. 

 Changes and updates to the schedule may be 
found at: www.abrahadabra-oto.org. 
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ABRAHADABRA ENCAMPMENT 
 
 Abrahadabra Encampment is a local body of the O.T.O. (Ordo Templi Orientis), 
located in Portland, Maine. 

Visit us on the web! 
http://www.abrahadabra-oto.org 

Body Master ...........................................................................................Frater Eparisteros 
 master@abrahadabra-oto.org 
Secretary ..................................................................................................... Frater L. N. N. 
 secretary@abrahadabra-oto.org 
Treasurer..............................................................................................Frater Hippokleides 
 treasurer@abrahadabra-oto.org 
Gnostic Mass Coordinator ........................................................................... Soror Zephyra 
 gnosticmass@abrahadabra-oto.org 
Newsletter Editor ............................................................................................. Soror Lilith 
 newsletter@abrahadabra-oto.org 
 

 
 

418 
 
 418 is the official journal of Abrahadabra Encampment, Ordo Templi Orientis, 
published quarterly on the solstices and the equinoxes. It is available for downloading in 
PDF format on the Abrahadabra website. 
 Submissions accepted on an ongoing basis. All submissions and questions should 
emailed to:newsletter@abrahadabra-oto.org 
 Rituals, poetry, essays, black-and-white artwork, cartoons—we want it all! The 
deadline for the next issue is November 1, 2006. 
 

 

ORDO TEMPLI ORIENTIS 
 
 The O.T.O. is an Outer Thelemic Order, which is dedicated to the high purpose of 
securing the Liberty of the Individual and his or her advancement in Light, Wisdom, 
Understanding, Knowledge, and Power through Beauty, Courage, and Wit, on the 
Foundation of Universal Brotherhood. 

On the web at: http://www.oto-usa.org  
 


